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(MEXICO) 31 COMMUNIQUE OF THE INDIVIDUALISTS TENDING TOWARDS THE WILD
“You will be dead very soon, little man, and the world will continue without you. You will be nothing. Everyone
will forget your name!
No, in that you are wrong, old woman. We will leave a brand in the city, we are going to spread it like a virus.”
JV.

We have learned somewhere that the Europeans of the “anarcho-insurrectionary” blog 325 were going to
publish a text criticizing us. But honestly we got tired of waiting for it since they’ve dragged their feet quite a
bit in publishing it. Maybe they have not yet left the assembly where they formulate their ideas, or maybe they
are preparing to go on their anti-globalist vacation at the G20 summit in Germany that is happening soon. In the
end, only Saint Bakunin knows, so what follows is what we feel has to be said in response to the referenced
anarchists. We take up this medium again to do so, though to be honest, we don’t expect much from them or
anything positive about us. To be sure they’ll come up with the usual shit: that we’re “fascists,” that we “turned
our back on anarchy,” maybe they’ll have a call-out to condemn us like the good judges they are (though they
deny it); the same boring things that today’s anarchists do against us. So then the following:
I
What great fright was caused by the three murders that we took credit for last May! Right? And we speak not of
the fright that Mexican society had to “suffer”, a society that is quite accustomed to seeing dead people in their
cities and suburban spaces (since for the majority of people in Mexico, three murders in such a short time is
nothing.) No, we speak of the fright that foreign anarcho-humanists had observing from afar, as well as their
great worry at the expansion of this Tendency in Mexico and the southern part of the continent. They squeal like
pigs getting their throat slit crying, “if you have an anarchist project, don’t support them,” “they didn’t commit
those murders, it’s a false flag,” “ITS are CIA agents out to justify repression,” “they kill people
indiscriminately, don’t sympathize with them,” “ITS doesn’t even exist,” “they’re only doing those things to get
attention,” “ITS are most like the Islamic State, Hitler, and the Cookie-Monster,” and other funny things.
And yes, we are referring specifically to the filthy progressivist Scott Campbell of It’s Going Down and the
clowns at Horizontal Hostility in the United States, who recently made a whole drama out of our mischief.
So let’s see, if the attacks we took responsibility for are false like you people are saying, why go to such lengths
to defame us? If what we are taking responsibility for supposedly isn’t real, you should breathe easy, right? If

you believed your own words, when you find out about something that we have done, you would just shrug us
off as a bunch of crazies and that’s it, right? Why are you mad then? Is one of our members screwing one of
your Anglo mothers? Shit, sorry that came out, it was supposed to be a secret…
Mr. Campbell, you should value your life more. You’re addressing some dangerous people who have killed
people indiscriminately for over six years. We are still free, and they have not been able to catch us. How are
you so sure that we don’t know the place in Mexico where you “vacation” and we won’t show up as we tend to
do? You should chill out because in a country where killing journalists is very common, it’s not a good idea that
you go about everywhere with your camera, or you’ll end up like your colleague Bradley Will. Remember him?
Only this time the bullets won’t be coming from PRI goons.
What these gringo leftists don’t understand is that the only thing their words published on blogs or said on the
radio, or their articles from any influential thinker (like the shit Zerzan or his mules write), cause in us is
laughter.
They speak of ITS as if we committed an unpardonable offense to them personally, since, of course, we’re
going against humanity! Their promiscuous altruism shows itself backed by the Christian values they claim to
reject as anarchists. You modern anarchists disgust us! You lefty gringos are always trying to “fix” things. If the
Kurdish minorities are in conflict, you go to Turkey. If there are unprotected immigrants in Oakland, you’re
there. If there are children dying in Africa, you go to Africa. If there’s a Black Bloc about to happen, you go to
“defend” the people repressed by the state. If there’s a terrorist group close to your country, you go there to
attack it (at least via Internet). Don’t you get tired of all that stupid interventionism? The same thing happens
with the U.S. army, the CIA, the DEA, etc. If there is armed conflict in Afghanistan, they go; if human rights
are being violated in Venezuela, they’re there. If there’s a shipment of drugs in Mexico, they’re about. If there’s
a dangerous war in Paraguay, they’re there. You’re always sticking your long noses in stuff that’s none of your
business.
And in the background of that drama there is, if I am not mistaken, that president of yours, that pink creature
with the hair like a head of corn. Yes, since he’s arrived on the scene lefties see fascism even in the toilet bowl
after they take a dump. That’s why they call us “eco-fascists,” what a joke.
In the end, if you’re so hurt by the sight of the families of those we have wounded or killed, if you are so upset
by the words that we have put out in our communiqués, and if you are so deeply upset by ITS itself, why not
come down and try to find us? Stop hiding behind your fucking monitors and come and face us. Let’s see if you
have the balls since you go around bitching so much. Come on down and stop fucking around.
We are well aware that people like you feel really secure in the United States talking shit on the Internet. You
walk around in safe neighborhoods with your stable lives and far away from the dangers of the “Third World.”
We’d like to see you down here at dawn in Tepito, in the red light district of Tijuana, in the ranches full of
assassins in Chihuahua, in the side streets of Acapulco, in the slums of Mexico State. We would like to meet
you face to face so you can tell us all of those idiocies in person. Surely you’d shit yourselves.
One recommendation: if you do come, bring lots of people with sufficient firepower. We know that the United
States has a lot of it to go around (and it’s not too hard to smuggle it in, we notice). That way you can really
fuck us up, since ITS is always packing (Shit, now I feel like Pancho Villa when he challenged the gringo army
after the Columbus massacre, fuck yeah!)
We’ve thrown down the gauntlet!
II
Mexico, as is well known, has one of the highest crime rates in the world. It is one of the most violent countries.
Here we have the most powerful drug cartels on Earth: the Sinaloa Cartel, the Jalisco Cartel New Generation,

the Gulf Cartel, the Zetas, and that’s only mentioning a few. These have been the authors of brutal massacres,
car bombings, well-known attacks, and scandalous kidnappings. Among their members are the lethal assassins,
the cooks (who are in charge of making bodies disappear in acid), the “conectes,” etc. In other words, a whole
network of sociopaths within the drug trade and related businesses. In Mexico there are robberies every day, so
many that people are so tired of the criminals that they surround and lynch them, or they die while committing
their crimes. Home burglaries, shootings, etc. are the highest they have been in decades.
People are looking for any excuse to go out and loot, to get out of their miserable routine, and it is here that we
note that Mexico is a shitty country, up to its neck in its own vomit, about to drown in its internal problems.
There are also some very particular serial killers, ones that the Mexican government would rather ignore.
There are also Islamic terrorist groups here which of course the authorities choose to ignore. We have the
example of the Hindu who shot a consular worker in the U.S. embassy in Guadalajara this year. Or the
Frenchman who tried to slit the throat of a priest in the middle of Mass in the Metropolitan Cathedral this past
May who they wanted to pass off as another mentally ill person. This is a lie, the arrest of three Yemeni
terrorists in the middle of the Historic District on the same month more than shows this.
The refusal of the authorities to recognize that terrorists and serial killers etc. actually exist and their pretending
all is well, are things that benefits us as criminals.
And that’s because the authorities are so swamped with their own “business” that we, the common criminals,
enjoy absolute impunity. We have complete freedom to do whatever we want.
Why is it that ex-members of ETA hide out here, and have lived many years unnoticed until Interpol recognized
them? How is it that Comandante Emilio of FPMR went about kidnapping people for years in Guanajuato
without being detected until a frightened taxi driver called the police. Emilio was then caught and recognized as
one of the most important Chilean guerrillas of his time. Why is it that the most wanted Italian mafiosi in
Europe come to live in Mexico?
Thus, in a country of indiscriminate assassins, powerful cartels, armed groups, serial killers, military
kidnappers, international terrorists, bloody criminals, mass gangs, foreign Mafiosi, corrupt politically powerful
groups, , and the rest; in the midst of this spectrum of criminality there is also ITS. And if we’re not at the level
of organization as the armed narcotraffickers (for example), we still have our thing going on.
And for that reason, since the conditions are right to wage our ancestral war as we would like, we do so with
great pleasure.
And that is why many foreign lefties hear of us from afar and are skeptical. It is hard for them to accept that we
have killed three people in such a short period of time, and we understand. But if a group of assassins with
enough bullets are sent by their Boss to kill dozens of people in cold blood as the Zetas did in San Fernando,
Tamaulipas in 2011, what could a small group of motivated individuals do with a loaded gun and commanded
by anti-humanist rage? The answer is obvious…
III
“The silent wolf gets more done than the barking dog.”
Is ITS truly a priority for the anarchist agenda? Are we truly on the side of the riot police, the Neonazis, and the
State according to their concepts? We feel so flattered by that, boys!
We forgot that thousands of white supremacists share the same country as the gringo anarchists. Why not kill
one of those fat Neonazis if you want (which seems easier) and then afterwards come get us? It would be good

training at least. Or maybe you’ll send mercenaries trained in Rojava? Wait a minute, white anarchists coming
to a country full of brown people to hunt eco-extremists? That story sounds familiar!
But no, they only look ridiculous as we saw in California, where various anarchists were beaten by white
supremacists in a street fight. We had a good laugh at that. You can see they aren’t used to violence. Scenes like
that, but multiplied by a hundred in terms of blood and fury, are seen on street corners here daily. So, lesson 1:
if you know the reputation of Neonazis, why are you showing up to fight them with only your fists, sticks, and
rocks? A true anarchist would have taken a bomb, a dagger, and a gun. That is why modern anarchists are
trampled on, and always will be. They are completely clueless. Did you think the Neonazis who showed up that
day would only toss accusations at you and throw water in your face? For fuck’s sake!
IV
And so the altruism of these gringo anarchists makes us laugh so much. They talk about the tragedies that we
have caused as if we killed a family member of theirs. They get so mad that they cry out for someone to please
come and arrest us for this crazy murder in the Name of the Wild, oh the agony!
Why not settle old scores that haven’t been settled on the Mexican left? Why not try to get the man responsible
for the massacre of students in Tlatelolclo in 1968, ex-president Diaz Ordaz? Wait, he’s dead, never mind, that’s
taken care of.
But ex-President Luis Echeverria is still alive, the one responsible for the disappearance of hundreds of
guerrillas in the 1970’s. He knew about the activities of the torturer Nazar Haro (chief of the now defunct
Federal Directory of Security) responsible for the White Brigade that participated in the massacre on Corpus
Christi in 1971. This person is still alive, he has never paid for having participated in these deaths, forced
disappearances, torture and harassment of social movements in those years. Are you going to let them get away
with it? Think of the tears, pain, suffering, and poverty that those family members suffered because of the
massacres of the PRI government. Almighty gringos, please help the debts, the victims of the party dictatorship,
the poor innocent souls who wander without rest!
You know who is still alive and kicking? Ulises Ruiz, ex-governor of Oaxaca. He’s now a senator and goes
cavorting about in Mexico City and Oaxaca itself. Just to jog your memory, he’s the one responsible for the
“repression” that the teachers’ movement suffered in 2006. This movement led to a popular uprising that took
the Oaxacan capital. Oh, what times those were! He is responsible for the tortures, disappearances, deaths, and
numerous other things that people’s organizations had to suffer in those years and after his tenure as governor.
Isn’t he a priority? Maybe you would trade his head for that of ITS? LOL!
The thing is that you, modern anarchists, are mad, and it’s not healthy to talk when you’re angry. That’s what
fucks you up.
We also remind you that those responsible for the Acteal massacre are still on the loose (Emilio Chuayffet and
Ernesto Zedillo), as well as those responsible for the rapes of women and men in Atenco (Wilfredo Robledo and
Peña Nieto); the members of the “Olympia Battalion” who are now old men; the predecessors of the Cristeros
“Cut out the tongues of communists”, the Sinarchists, etc. who are now called the “Nationalist Front of
Mexico,” who are businessmen, soldiers, and politicians in the governing elite. All these guilty people who are
responsible for a ton of injustice against the “defenseless Mexican people” are still on the loose. You should
focus on resolving all of those issues before saying that you are going to come down here to look for us,
fucking faggots.

V
We don’t know the real motive that these modern lefties have to cling to the rotting corpse of revolution. It’s
obvious that the utopian end is obsolete (obtained either by armed or political means). Even the most veteran
and mature revolutionary know this.
The era in which we find ourselves has no escape. The alternatives that the designers of the system propose
only serve to perpetuate it all the more. For that reason it is shameful to think that people exist who still uphold
this vague concept.
This is made evident by the example of ETA. This group’s indiscriminate attacks, spectacular kidnappings, and
terrorist trappings have long fascinated us. Recently the organization has ceased the armed struggle. Many of its
members are now on the run and dedicated to trying to survive. They did what they had to do at the moment.
They made the effort, and their dedication remained firm. They had hope that one day they would see the
independence of Euskal Herria and, in the end, the “revolution” failed.
The same has occurred with RAF: its bombs detonated with a deafening force damaging gringo property in the
1970’s in Germany, its kidnappings were featured in the media in those years, and its alliances with radical
Palestinian groups like the PLO, though quite scandalous, were effective for their time. The murders they
carried out were inspiring, but their hope to see a “different” world was chucked in the garbage. With the
coming of the third generation, the group dissolved in 1998, and now they have passed from being historical
revolutionaries to being common criminals who the police suspect of participating in various armored car
robberies.
The same thing happened to the FARC in a different part of the world. The FARC have also given up their arms
(and the ELN is on the same path). Even though some groups are determined to continue in the jungle as they
have for decades, the organization itself has signed a peace accord with the Colombian government. This has
generated different reactions. Some members of the paramilitary groups (that fought to the death against the
FARC) have dedicated themselves to hunting down ex-guerrillas, now disarmed and mere vulnerable civilians.
On the other side are the ex-guerrillas who refuse to give up their arms. They don’t want to be easy prey, and
even though they know the “revolution” failed, they can’t really return to civilian life after so many years of
war. So they contract themselves out as mercenaries for strong criminal groups like the PCC (Primeiro
Comando da Capital, a criminal organization with its origin in Brazil but with strong presence in Paraguay and
Argentina, which is dedicated to drug and arms trafficking.) This was seen in the “Robbery of the Century” in
Paraguay in April of this year, where different decentralized groups lit various cars on fire to serve as a
distraction for the main mission. At the same time, the principal body of heavily-armed commandos detonated a
large explosive that blew apart one of the walls of a transport company, and after a firefight the bandits entered
the company and robbed ten million dollars. On top of this, they had the nerve to escape on a boat that passed
through the Itaipu Reserve in Brazil. This act, totally different from the usual methods of the PCC, could not be
realized without military expertise, and without the technical and strategic help of the ex-guerrillas of the FARC
now working for the PCC.
For some time these types of criminal actions have pleased us more than the acts of political guerrillas. This is
sufficient to allow us to say with pleasure that the era of “revolution” has passed and the only thing left is to
commit oneself to the individualist struggle for survival, leaving behind weak and disgusting humanist values.
Though we should mention all of those Europeans and gringos who have went over to the Kurds recently, be
they anarchists, Marxists, feminists, antifascists (in a word, lefties). Upon coming back to their countries of
origin, they will inevitably form new armed groups that they raise anew, the old banners of “revolution” by the
armed path, and surely they’ll do that for some years. If they survive jail, the anti-terrorist agencies, and their

own errors, they will see that ITS was always right in saying that revolutionaries eventually become common
bandits and/or mercenaries capable of any work that requires firepower, battle tactics, and collateral damage. In
other words, the same vicious circle we have been talking about. But guess what? It’s not only those on the left
fighting side by side with the Kurdish minority against the Islamic State, but also those who belong to the far
right. They too are learning, observing, and thinking of the future. And it may be the case that they too return to
their homes after the war and just like the lefties, form armed groups that will mortally oppose each other. We
don’t want to be killjoys about it, but we’ve seen how this movie ends.
VI
For some time we have been saying that the media has tried to hide all trace of evidence that, in different
countries in the Americas, there exists a “discrete” presence of a terrorist group totally different from what we
are accustomed to. Various analysts and columnists have exposed the cover-up.
It’s not coincidence that in the countries where ITS has a presence, the authorities have tried to deny our
existence or divert attention to something else since they have not been able to catch us. This happened here in
Mexico, when we stabbed the UNAM worker in June 2016. The Attorney General of Mexico City denied that
we had any presence in Mexico City, when in February 2013, the same office investigated us and publicly
recognized our package bomb that had wounded a postal worker. Afterwards in October of that year, the Cisen
recognized us as a terrorist group, but in May of this year, a reporter’s source at the PGR said that they don’t
consider us a terrorist group but only common criminals. Please make up your minds, playing with our
emotions like that is not funny LOL! We in ITS really don’t care if we are considered common criminals,
terrorists, mentally ill, or whatever by the authorities. What is important to us is action with which we enjoy our
egoic spirit, either with “good” or “bad” propaganda. In any case, the message continues, it expands, and is
concretized.
The same situation occurred in Chile, with the ITS group, “Mystical Horde of the Forest” which executed with
full wisdom the first eco-extremist package-bomb attack on the Southern continent in January of this year. Until
now the police investigations have not brought forth successful results that have led to the capture of the proud
individualists of ITS. For this reason even that bastard mining company executive Landerretche has helped the
authorities to divert attention concerning the authorship of that attack, saying that ITS is a false front.
Due to the useless investigations of the Chilean intelligence services, the only thing left to do is say that ITS
wasn’t responsible or come up with excuses so that the audience swallows them whole.
In contrary manner, on more than one occasion people have thought that ITS has been responsible for an attack
or murder or other action. An example of this occurred this past June with the death of an Odontology student
in one of the buildings of the Philosophy Department in the University City. And this is due to the fact that the
conditions under which the guy died have not been very clear, and the university as well as the authorities have
not revealed any discoveries from the investigation of this death. Maybe it was one of us, maybe it wasn’t. In
the meantime, fear reigns in one of the most important centers of human progress here.
The same thing happened by in 2013, when various bombs were set off in one old and worn-down building
called the Pemex Executive Tower. The explosives and the shoddy construction of the Tower were an explosive
combination that had a deadly effect. In the explosion and partial collapse of the building, 37 died and 120 were
wounded. Sure, the PGR shelved the work of foreign experts and published their own official version of the
story, which stated that the explosion was “accidentally caused” by a methane gas leak. How convenient.
In this case some foreign and national media stated that ITS was responsible for the attack. From 2010 onward,
we have been stating that we do NOT take responsibility for every attack that we carry out, and there are more

acts that we have participated in than the ones that we have taken responsibility for through the years. We stated
that for a reason…
VII
And well, as we have been saying since the beginning of this communique, the defamation of gringo anarchists
(discussed above), of the Chileans (here we refer to the Perkin pussy motherfucker sons of Contrainfo and
others), and of the Europeans against our Mafia have remained in the void as they have not refuted the ACTS in
question. While they bark the usual things like bitches in heat, we’ll be laughing our asses off at their poisonous
intentions. But let it be clear that everything has its limit, and our patience isn’t forever.
We anxiously hope that they come to confront us at some point, so that the demon of Di Giovanni returns to fill
the bodies of defaming anarchists with scandalous lead as it did in its time the body of Lopez Arango.
It is clear that they won’t be able to stop us with their populist verbiage unleashed from the alternative media,
nor can it be done by the social anarchists, nor the insurrectionists (including those Spanish kids from “Voz con
Arma” or “Rebelion de las Palabras,” those well-intentioned lefty nuns who disgust us so much). They can’t
stop it because this Tendency has expanded past the point of being able to be eradicated, contained, or
“neutralized”. The more they eliminate the blogs that publish the actions and words of the Tendency, while they
try to “denounce” content on the Internet and organize entire events just to talk shit about us, the more
disillusioned anarchists are passing from the same old tired anarchism to the Eco-Extremist and Nihilist
Terrorist Mafia. This is a fact.
Oh, and if you’re thinking about a group devoted to hunting eco-extremists and nihilist terrorists, maybe you
can open up a dialogue with the members of the old “Anti-terrorist Liberation Groups” (that hunted members of
ETA in Spain, France, and beyond in the 1980’s) or the “Pursuers of Pablo Escobar” (the “Pepes,” who hunted
members of the legendary Medellin Cartel in the 1990’s in Colombia). We just need to remind you that when
they decided to hunt the ETA or Pablo Escobar’s folks, the violence escalated instead of diminishing, just as
Murphy’s Law predicts in those circumstances. So in that case think it over first…
Surviving just another weekend (with 65 recorded murders throughout the country), and celebrating the
murders that we ourselves committed, and with the Wild on our side:
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Mexico City)
-Indiscriminate Group Tending Toward the Wild
-Eco-extremist / Nihilist Mafia
-Eco-extremist Circle of Terrorism and Sabotage
-Popocalitzli Clan
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Mexico State)
-Ouroboros Silvestre
-Pagan Sect of the Mountain
-Wild Serial Killers
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Chihuahua)
-Desert Band
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Coahuila)
-Flint Point Hidden Clan

-Coyote Pack Faction
-Fury of Cachiripa Faction
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Jalisco)
-Feral Criminal Band
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“Curiosity killed the cat.”
We’ve gotten to the point that wounding people not associated with the target is all the same to us, and more
because it takes away the joy of striking at those who we choose. In any case the joy at having caused human
suffering and bloody wounds persists.
This time we didn’t go out to strangle, stab, or shoot anyone. We didn’t go out to burn, but we did go out with a
package-bomb that was tremendously effective when we abandoned it at one of the institutions most detested
by us and our ancestors always thirsty for vengeance.
This time, as a target we picked an abject Catholic church located on Avenida de los Insurgentes Norte, in
Colonia Lindavista, Delegación Gustavo A. Madero, north of Mexico City.
That’s how it went when in the early evening of July 13th, we abandoned our bomb in the gardens of that
church. It was in a black box which contained a galvanized nipple full of nails and marbles. The package had an
electromechanical switch, that is, it exploded when the top was opened. On the package was written, “A gift for
the House of the Lord, with love.” We did this thinking that the bomb would be taken into the church and it
would explode in the “house” of the Western god imposed for centuries.
But, as the press knows, our package-bomb did not explode in the church, but a curious and dumb man was
passing by, saw the package, and seeing the word, “gift,” put aside his “Christian honesty,” (which of course
only happens in Mexico, son of a bitch!), and, upon opening it at a bus stop, an infernal detonation tore through
his old and disgusting flesh. His fingers were blown off, his hands were severely burned, his guts were hanging
out, and surely his eardrums were punctured, all that for being a dumbass. They say that you get what you
deserve, and it seems in this case, the saying is true…
Let it be known that the attack was directed at the church, but in any case, a meddling Good Samaritan
“sacrificed” himself without realizing it, and received wounds that were intended for the religious of that vomitinducing place. Let it be known as well that if the church and its faithful came out safe and sound in this ecoextremist attack, we aren’t going to rest until we see their churches burned, and we slit the throats of its priests
and nuns, and indiscriminately wound religious society as a whole, Amen.
Let’s see if with this the PGJ continues to deny our existence as they have been doing for some time. Maybe
they’ll invent some stupid excuse to cover the sun with a finger as they are wont to do at this point. Maybe now
the authorities, after reading of our taking responsibility for this action, will retract what they have said
previously and deny that the man was wounded by a bomb, but rather was wounded by an accumulation of gas
that came out of the ground or some other stupidity of that type, HA!
The investigative police, the agents of the Attorney General’s Office, and the useless people in the Task Force
already know who is responsible for this attack. You and we know that the galvanized nipple had the initials
“ITS” written on it. But for some reason you said nothing about it to the press, naughty kids!
The “demons” of the natives massacred by the invading Christians are on the loose, no one and nothing will
detain their fury.
The attacks continue in the form of murders, arson, package-bombs, and in general, in the deformed “form” of
CHAOS!
Courage to the individualist egoists, the eco-extremists, the nihilist terrorists who have shaken off the sickness
of humanism and strike without any regrets!
Wounds, blood, suffering, and death to the hyper-civilized!

With the Unknowable at our side:
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Mexico City
-Popocatzin Clan
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a) On professorial insults and blah blah blah
It seems like our 31st communique has hit rather hard, and even the most distant individuals who want our
heads have noticed it. They have thus become the same authoritarian monster they want to “eliminate.”
For years we have chosen to not put our finger in the wound and tried to contain ourselves in order to maintain
some prudence concerning the lived situation over here. But now it’s time for us to say something about it.
Some hours ago on a stupid friendly anarchist blog a text appeared called, “ITS or the rhetoric of decadence.”
This is a “new” communique signed by various former anarchists groups from some time ago and ones most
tied to their guild, to wit: Anonymous Anarchist Action, the Conspiracy of Cells of Fire, the Mariano Sanchez
Anon Insurrectional Cell, and others. They have squandered their beautiful harsh yapping against us calling us
“disheveled madmen,” (noting the use of the gender neutral noun now used by the politically correct), with a
“delirious fascistic rhetoric,” “misogynist,” “authoritarians,” “protofascists,” and the other qualifications that
ITS members know from memory since the beginning of our efforts in 2011.
The hour has come for these anarchists to raise their voice so that they can be heard, and what better way to
return to the ring than with a text criticizing us. They let go of their disgusting words like explosive diarrhea. To
what aim? To scare us? To stop us? To intend to continue this miserable fever of “let’s all attack ITS”? Cool.
Their resentment unfolds for all to see. They can’t believe that that group that they once had “solidarity” with
has left the pen and has separated itself from the flock of black sheep that they once were part of some suns
ago.
And in one part of their text they even try to pass as expert university professors of psychoanalysis in the style
of Ultimo Reducto and say:
“Their roots are nothing but the disgusting shit of social dysfunctionality. After a sad childhood and frustrated
adolescence, having been bullied from the cradle and traumatized from their ancestors, they begin to channel
their frustrations and all of their hate to themselves and once accumulated they project without ethical
mediation.”
What do you know? In the same manner, we can say that you channel all of your frustration and hate against
authority, against the cops you have killed, or against the Wal-Mart you set on fire. Thus that premise refutes
itself. We members of ITS don’t deny that we are frustrated, that it has frustrated us to live in cities from our
birth, to tolerate the imposed rules from academic institutions and faggoty jobs, to stand all of these alienating
technological innovations, to live together abnormally with people we don’t know, and smile while gritting our
teeth when it has been necessary to do so. Invasive religious teachings, as well civic and juridical moral rules
have also frustrated us, as well as seeing that any hope for the future is a vile lie. This frustration has turned into
resentment, a resentment and sick hatred against society, technology, science, religion, civilization in its totality
in a word. It’s frustrating for us to deal with this artificial reality, and we don’t deny it. And yes, ITS is filled
with frustrated individuals, the socially resentful, potential misanthropes, suicidal rejects, serial killers, and a
bunch of other disgusting things this civilized society can produce. It’s true, and we’re not ashamed to say it
since that is what we have become in the process of interpersonal and group interaction with this asphyxiating
reality. Our will to destroy and sow Chaos in the most poisonous form has manifested itself. The darkest
instincts have returned to us, and irremediably this civilization returns to primitive barbarism, and here in this
discussion, we are the prime example.
Oh, and that whole thing they say about “bullying”, that made us laugh. Well from the time we were kids we
had that pesky habit of making fun of ugly people and lift up girls’ skirts!

Then they say:
“[ITS is] the axiomatic fruit of this fucking civilization that they say they want to destroy. Only in the deepest
bowels of this rot can such decadent conduct manifest itself..”
Ladies and gentleman, you’ve lived this many years without knowing how to read? The goal of ITS is not the
destruction of civilization, you ignorant little shits! When are you going to get that?
What’s that you say? We are the axiomatic fruit of civilization? LOL! And you aren’t? Let’s just say that both of
us are the fruit of this civilization, look in the mirror and you’ll see us.
b) Revisiting old hat
We clarify and affirm the following points:
One. In that collective pronouncement that the indignant mention, it was not a total defense of ITS, that
pronouncement was what it was because of what it stated at the moment. “Saboteamos.info,” “Noticias de
Rebelion, “La Haine,” “La Mama de Mummia,” etc. in opposition to ALL the framework of individual groups
of eco-anarchist and anarcho-insurrectionary action which in their moment committed arsons and busted up
banks left and right; it’s not true that, as they stated, it was published only “in defense of the Individualities
Tending Toward the Wild (ITS).”
Two. We sincerely thank you (not at all sarcastically) for the money that you sent us in 2012. If not for that, our
brother would not have been able to escape from the police who were chasing him, and a shoot-out resulted in
which the warrior responded with bullets but came out unscathed and was able to escape with expenses
covered, all because of the economic help you gave us. We’re never going to deny that. When we were
anarchists, the solidarity between us was not just in the written word.
Three. Yeah, yeah, we accept that we like to come out on the news, to give interviews, and to be famous up to a
point. And that’s bad why? It’s part of the egoic pleasure that stirs in us as politically incorrect individualists.
The more propaganda that the mass media gives us, the more the message spreads. We have no moral qualms
about using the “press of power,” as you call it.

We’re in the northern and southern parts of the continent. We have accomplices in Europe, and ever more
propaganda projects. Videos are published, there are individualists writing provocative texts and translating
them into languages we would not have imagined that they would be translated into. This sick message against
the humanistic values of civilization is becoming more and more uncontrollable. That’s what we want, that ITS
and the groups that emerge as a consequence are unleashed like bloodthirsty beasts that REALLY generate
chaos; that they are never ashamed of being the monsters that they have become; that they express themselves
through indiscriminate murder and explicit violence. We want for all of this “gets out of hand” so that it
becomes a tangible indicator of the rotten artificial reality to which they have condemned us and in which we
are developing with pleasure. And that annoys more than one anarchist, but they can eat a dick!
c) Crucify him! The Jews said. Burn them! Said the Inquisition. Let us eliminate them! Screamed the
anarchists.
“All that we can identify as negative elements within our ‘space’ is also a responsibility of each one of us to
contribute to eliminate.”
This is the “intimidating” sentence that the people in question replicated, but it is really strange. We ask
ourselves, are not the people who the federal government sent to infiltrate your anarchist spaces more important
than ITS, who aren’t in those spaces? And speaking of, did you know that one of our groups placed a bomb at
the “Che Squat”? That was done mainly because they were defaming us and we shit on those anarcho-rock star
ex-con politicians and drug addicts who hang out there, because the auditorium is supposedly so legendary: a
symbol of “autonomy” and the “combative” student movement of the ‘90’s. Now it’s just a den of slimy
journalists, a place where the Cisen and Mexico City Investigative Police plant their informers to gather
information no matter how irrelevant. From there the press has gathered names, nicknames, photos, addresses,
etc. of “comrades” in 2014 after various “slaps,” from there you get the Pegasus malware that infected the
personal cellphones of anarchists that year and at that site. Let it be noted that we are not saying this to portray
ourselves as “defenders of anarchists,” of course not, that ITS group placed the bomb at that squat because
inside was a person who was trying to pass himself off as one of us. He foolishly deceived a bunch of young
anarchists and dazzled them with his guns, with his threats, his made-up stories, and supposed connections with
us to gain popularity and be “that guy”. With that bomb we got him out of the scene and we started to hunt him.
Only with the help of anarchists that he had deceived (who you should try to “eliminate” instead of posturing as
the “new people who will deal with ITS,” which is apparently now in style). That person returned to his police
barracks and we lost track of him. This isn’t a lie, you can investigate it with your sources and you will see that
its not part of our “pathological lying.” Ha!
You have your contacts, ITS has its own…
Of course, and we repeat, instead of asking for searchlights so that you turn around again to see, and instead of
threatening to “eliminate” us, you should fuck up all those snitches who are in anarchist circles, that bald Tony
who for years has been a police informant (and more than one person knows that), and that faggot is still around
as if nothing happened in his library near La Raza Metro. He’s not a priority? We could mention more than one
who after years in the anti-authoritarian scene, really have turned their backs on the whole idea and the praxis
that they once defended, and they have turned informant, or even cops. There have even been people with a
record of being rapists in the squats. Where are all of the anarcho-superheros in those cases?
And what about the Neonazis who destroyed the “crew”? Some years ago skinhead nationalist organizations
were walking about La Lagunilla with t-shirts with swastikas on them, selling books on Mexicanism, and
recruiting young people into their disgusting ethnocentrist movements. They beat up more than one anarchist
and punk, and killed an indigenous person in the Escuadron 201 Metro. These people are now members of the

Mexican military, or are important members of Sinarchist circles. When did you “eliminate” them? You knew
where they were, but they’re still alive and kicking today.
What about that ex-anarchist snitch who was talking about you and other groups, and now is with the reds?
Does he merit “elimination” or no because he’s not a member of ITS? How that’s persecution that you are
suffering at the hands of the Marxists going?
But well, if the purpose of your text that condemns us as good judges you are with your pompous words and
your academic language is to respond to the call of the international anarchist movement to denigrate us, you
did well. Truly, more than one anarcho will applaud your words, but you best put your cards on the table and
see reality. The reality that you try to avoid is that the anarchist scene in Mexico is complete shit. There’s
hypocrisy everywhere and collaboration like you wouldn’t believe, hierarchies that are not hierarchical, black
bureaucracy, clear betrayals, etc. If you are seeking to “eliminate negative elements in its spaces,” good luck,
you’ll even up eliminating 99% of the anarchist scene in Mexico.
d) On hypocrisy, murder, and authority
These anarchist superheroes have called us “misogynist”. Surely, we’re so misogynist that entire ITS groups
exist made up entirely of women. Guess who were designated to kill our female victims? Imagine that, right?
What would you call a woman who kills another woman? “A misogynist” as well? “A machista woman”? “A
feminicide daughter of the patriarchy?” Here we have noticed the feminist trend with its suffocating humanism
has corroded even the most radical anarchist thinking which we sympathized with some years back.
But what hypocrites they are, they condemned us for killing or hurting women? And you haven’t done that?
The workers you burned in 2012 after an arson attack of the CCF in Iztapalapa, there were no women there?
And the people you wounded when you left grenades in the banks of Ciudad Victoria in Tamaulipas in 2012,
there weren’t any women there either? We’re certain that in one of your “irreducible attacks against power”
which you haven’t made public, you’ve left some women dead or injured. If we were radical lefties like you,
surely we’d be indignantly yelling, “fascists,” “machistas,” “authoritarians”.
You anarchists, always with your moral Golden Rule coming out of the Enlightenment, always with your abject
humanist gaze, always preaching your ideas against authoritarianism. Let’s be realists here, we like you know
how it feels to take a life, either of a policeman or a common civilian. It’s all the same, in the end it’s a life for
fuck’s sake. We, like you, know that to kill a person is to impose irremediably our authority on that being, no
matter how anarchist you are, no matter how much you try to justify it as “self-defense,” and no matter how
much you oppose authority. When you take a life, you are imposing yourself on your target.
So if you call us authoritarian, you aren’t excluded from it either. We would expect these moral judgments from
the social anarchists, but from you? Get the fuck out!
e) To conclude
We suspect that these anarchists are angry with us not only because we have left the anarchist struggle, or
because we reject their values, but also because we give a bad reputation to their anarchist project. They worry
too much about the gossip that people outside the movement murmur. They worry so much about “what they’ll
say” so they decided to come out with their communique to leave behind their dark past with us. Perish the
thought that they would be tied to those “fascists,” “authoritarians,” “sons of Satan”!
Either way, already some time ago they excommunicated us from the churches of international anarchism, let
them throw us out of the temples of local anarchism as well, it’s not a tragedy.
Let the Individualist War continue against the Alien!
For the international chaotic homicidal conspiracy!

No witch hunt will stop this witchcraft!
With the Unknowable at our side:
IIndividualists Tending Toward the Wild (Mexico City)
-Indiscriminate Group Tending Toward the Wild
-Eco-extremist / Nihilist Mafia
-Eco-extremist Circle of Terrorism and Sabotage
-Popocalitzli Clan
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Mexico State)
-Ouroboros Silvestre
-Pagan Sect of the Mountain
-Wild Serial Killers
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Chihuahua)
-Desert Band
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Coahuila)
-Flint Point Hidden Clan
-Coyote Pack Faction
-Fury of Cachiripa Faction
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Jalisco)
-Feral Criminal Band
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“I prefer nothing to be true before any of you being right, before your truth is right.”
-F. Nietzsche
Our path has become uncomfortable, nauseating, despicable, and the other pejoratives that the humanists never
tire of hurling at us. The acts of ITS as well as its words don’t stop offending the great horde of anarchist sons
of leftism. It seems that they can’t confront the terrifying fact of the Death of Anarchism. They can’t let go of
the rotting corpse, they weep without any consolation, just as the crowd of women cried in their great sorority
for the staggering body of Lesvy Osorio who was killed by our sisters and brothers who lurk about the horrible
streets of Mexico City. This murder provoked such indignation that even the most radical leftists vowed to “kill
the eco-extremists,” while a tear streamed down their cheek provoked by the death of some woman they didn’t
know. What a beautiful and altruistic world!
Why weep for the hyper-civilized world and its humans?! How many tears do we humans deserve, who in our
condition of homo sapiens have done nothing but drive the Earth into this debacle. We don’t deserve any tears,
we deserve extinction. But the human drinks, eats, breathes, fucks, sleeps, consumes, lives… feeling himself
God, the most luminous and indispensable thing in existence. Those anarchists with noble hearts who claim to
be anti-anthropocentric but deny and fuss over indiscriminate attack that harms “innocents” are nothing but
hypocrites. Does not the hyper-civilized feel like God? Or is that only a habitus of the powerful? It’s as if the
young man of the poorest neighborhood didn’t dream of driving a Lamborghini, or of wearing gold chains and
having ten women in his bed. That’s unfortunate for those who believe that: there are NO innocents.
Civilization in this techno-industrial epoch has molded the human, educating him and making him docile when
he is believed to be violent. He becomes a servant who smiles because it says he’s free, that is, it has made him
hyper-civilized.
We eco-extremists don’t see innocents at the moment we attack. It should be pointed out that the attacks have
become more indiscriminate each time. We have become blind men who have abandoned hope and have opted
for the misanthropic. Supporting this Tendency that walks on the road of misanthropy we claim responsibility
for: Some days ago we abandoned another explosive envelope with even more black powder in it than the one
that exploded on that young girl Michelle on the Alameda Zaragoza last April. This time again we abandoned it
in ANOTHER public place: in the Venustiano Carranza Forest in the city of Torreón. We don’t know what
happened to the envelope. We think that it was found by the police who patrol the area, or it could be that one
of these days the badly intentioned device explodes on another curious girl like Michelle. How misogynist are
all of those eco-extremists who place bombs that detonate on women! Poor people, if they only knew…
For indiscriminate attack!
Let us take the road of misanthropy!
All hope is dead!
We do not see men or women, only a mass of hyper-civilized!
An accomplice embrace to ITS groups in the south and the new groups that share our words!
Strength to the sharp theoreticians in the United States who respond and silence all of the “big talking
anarchists,” strength to our brothers in Central Mexico who have made the anarchists of that part of the world
tremble!
Nothing ends!
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild-Torreón

Flint Point Hidden Clan
From the hell of 42 degrees centigrade, Torreón, July 2017
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“Do not wait for everyone to like you, but to get tired of hating you”
We continue the attacks against religious places undertaken by the brothers of Popocatzin Clan on July 14 with
their thunderous package-bomb that left a serious injured in Mexico City, egoistically we claim the
responsability for the following actions during this week:
Leaving a package-bomb inside the Great Temple of Jehova Witnesses located on the avenue Lopez Portillo, in
front of the mexibus station De la Cruz-San Mateo, in the town of Coacalco, Mexico State.

Incendiary Device composed of gasoline, napalm and other flamable materials detonated on the door of a
catholic church located on the Avenue Lago de Guadalupe, in Atizapan, Mexico State.

Brother accomplices, let the acts speak instead of words!
Let the anti-humanistic threat of the ITS groups, of the Terrorist Nihilists groups and antisocial individuals
continue despite any obstacle!
Fire, bombs, bullets, threats and knives against the representatives of EVERY religion, including the “elite”
bureaucrats from the satanist churches!
The steps of war and confrontation of our ancestors accompany us in the ambush!
Death to the moral of the attack!
¡Axkan kema, tehuatl, nehuatl!
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Mexico State)
-Ouroboros Silvestre
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The fire “spoke”, the mania to light vehicles has not left us, nor will it ever.
In the early morning of the first day of August, we lit a trailer on fire in the alternate avenue of the Via Lopez
Portillo, around Fovissste, in Ecatepec, Mexico State.
Our device consumed the entire accursed machine. The flames were unleashed and expanded threatening the
surrounding houses that also deserve to burn. It would not have mattered to us if the slumbering citizens came
out hurt, intoxicated, or whatever, since all in this repugnant society deserves to lie in smoldering ashes.
With this first act we declare to the authorities that we’re back. We are going to unleash a wave of
indiscriminate / selective arsons sooner or later. So don’t be surprised if this picks up…
Our devices are designed to burn and some minutes afterwards to detónate. So we recommend that heroic
citizens should be aware of the consequences should they try to put out the Great Consumer.
Because we hate the loud, disruptive, and harmful machines, symbol of despicable human progress:
Fire and explosives against civilization
With the Wild at our side!
Courage to criminality!
-Individualists Tending Toward the Wild (Mexico State)
Pagan Sect of the Mountain
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Stealthy like the puma, on Monday August 7th we boarded a bus transporting masses and herds. We look at the
faces of the passengers: there are 8 or 9 of them, and they all have the same face. They are all dominated by
dirty society, worn down from the work that gives them artificial progress and false comfort. We don’t feel
sorry for them, they’re all the same. They disgust us, their very existence perpetuates the same hyper-civilized
society that enslaves them, the one that destroyed the natural state. This society annihilated our ancestors who
did know how to live in the wild.
We carried a contraption with us. We had tested it before, leaving nothing to chance. It’s simple: two bottles
filled with gasoline, a boiling mixture, a bulb, a clock with modifications that gave us time, and a switch as the
safety. We left it under a seat and we sat in the back. We calculated the time and got off before it went off. Even
though people were not burned, the damage we caused was more than what was expected. This time luck with
on our side: the fire reached the electrical wires and lit a business on fire that turned out to be a hardware store!!
Three birds with one stone: the Transantiago bus, the power line, and the store where more machines and
chemical products were sold! Attention, the next ones could be those who use them!
This time the place we attacked was planned so that it coincided with an avenue where they are building a new
corridor of the Transantiago and new metro lines, where more vehicles that carry imbeciles will occupy spaces
that once were wild. This time it was the north of the city, before it was in Providencia, tomorrow it could be in
any part of this dirty capital that we choose.
And lastly… No press, it was not a malfunction of the bus, don’t be stupid… this time more direct in the eye!
No police-prosecutors-judges-government-whatever, don’t use the cliché statement, “causes that are still being
investigated”. You were no match for the dudes from ITS-HMB, nor for the S.I…. now you don’t want to open
more cases that you won’t be able to solve. This was our work and we take responsibility for it. Come at us
from wherever, you won’t find us. Look for us on you security cameras, you won’t find us there because there
were none. We planned this well and we aren’t prepared to transform ourselves into symbols, we would rather
die first. We are already in hiding, stalking other prey.
Vengeance! The wekufes accomany us, and the darkness keeps us.
War against human progress!
Sincere complicity! Long live the Mafia of Extremist Individualists!
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild
-Vengeful Inquisitory Band
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I. The dream
I had a dream where anarchism had the appearance of a human being.
Yes, it was precisely like a normal person with a head, legs, arms… All that is needed.
In the dream that I had anarchism died.
Suddenly, an accursed silent illness took hold of him, without symptoms. One day it knocked on his door and
took him away.
Just like that.
Without time to act, understand, try…
Without escape.
Without warning.
No call beforehand.
Death did its job, turned around, and kept going down its path.
Not even a word, a gesture, a glance weighed with meaning.
Nothing.
II. Waking up.
Upon waking up, I realized it was a dream and I began to think.
Strange connections, reflections, cerebral impulses…
And afterwards I laughed.
My laughter became uncontainable, profound, full. Almost inconvenient.
It was a laughter so strong that tears filled my eyes and my sides moved.
You will ask why this reaction. That’s understandable.
Well, in my dream, Death treated anarchism (with the appropriate small “a”), exactly like all things and people.
Death acted and afterward continued to carry out its affairs.
Without conceding any privileges.
And while anarchism was dying without a burial, it continued the effort concerning its why and its debates, the
comparisons, the propositions, morality, objective, resources, times, the interminable assembly, forms, and the
whole catalogue of idiocies that, effectively, were not anything more than the same disease that was killing it.
Indignant, anarchism asked for solidarity from all places.
Anarchism, unsettled, was not able to resign itself: it was dying without anyone telling it, not even a sign or an
indication, nothing.
And all the while all of this occurred. And no one cared.
Or better put, no one was interested.
So many years of history, so many battles, an honorable militancy on the global scene only to die under such
banal circumstances, in the midst of general indifference.

And this guy who in my dream represented anarchism, he was livid.
And you won’t believe why.
In that extreme moment he had to get livid due to his unforeseen disappearance, for the manner in which his
death was manifested: nothing epic, nothing heroic, no police frame-up or life sentence, nothing- or why no one
was noticing its death.
Anarchism was dying anonymously, angry, amidst general indifference.
III. Epilogue
In these times, to dream with the anarchism, truly one has to overdo it at the bar or have ingested some natural
or synthetic herb.
In any case when the mind has been freed and savagely separates itself from the civilizing control of reason,
this makes the masks fall away and reveals, behind the dreams, the more inconfessable realities.
Friends, anarchy has died.
In general indifference.
It died from an excess of morality.
I know this now, it makes one laugh to the point of tears.
No one misses it.
Cai-Cai
Prowling Port Changos (ITS-Chile)
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Following the latest criticisms and responses that the anarchic nuns have spit out to people to defend their
anarchist “comrades” who live in Chile along with us, we want to express some irrefutable points to situate the
debate a bit.
We would like to speak of an “insurrectionary anarchist affinity group of tension,” or whatever they call
themselves, that made amoral indiscriminate attack their own. FINALLY THEY ENTERED INTO OUR
MADNESS! Or rather, they did so some time ago, and now they want to resurface.
It was 2014 and their target was what seemed to be the office of Chilean prison officials (conveniently without
anyone present). That’s what they thought, since it was not clear what they thought they were burning. What is
known is that they left a backpack with an explosive device in the street. They didn’t set up the famous
anarchist guard of morality that makes sure innocents aren’t hurt.
And they shit the bed on this one by their standards since they became the first indiscriminate anarchists. A
young drug addict named Sergio Landskron picked up the backpack and died due to the explosion. Finding this
out probably made the anarchists fall off their bike, vomit up their vegan burgers, and start praying to St.
Bonnano or Sister Bakunin asking for forgiveness for their sins.
Under the moral parameters of these crybabies, ITS was already in Chile in 2014. This couldn’t possibly have
been anarchists. “It’s a set-up!” they should have cried.
But we know this isn’t the case, since the Mafia isn’t anti-prison, and at most eco-anarchist groups were already
conspiring who share our hatred. But they don’t focus on prisons, as is well known. Landskron’s murderers
never took responsibility for the attack, so much was their shame at violating their standards of the moral of
attack.
This indiscriminate attack – let’s call it what it is – was a great SIN of the action group in question. Gallons of
ink and saliva of anarchist morality burned that marginal youngster, who we recognize as one of the worst
results of this rotten civilization, and, we could even call him a “victim”.
The anarchists kept quiet! They didn’t utter a peep about his death, there was no communique asking for
forgiveness or explaining why they didn’t hit they intended target, as was the case with the prisoners of war
Juan, Nataly, and Guillermo, to justify why they indiscriminately attacked a bus station.
Even less likely was the existence of a communiqué saying, “yes, we did it, it was an accident.” They hid their
snouts out of fear of the cops. They were afraid to end up like savages without anarchist morality. Look at them
killing the last victim of the system!
So now that it is all the style to threaten an anarchist war against the Eco-extremist Mafia, snitching included,
we gave some clues about these nuns to the friends and family (some of them criminals) of Sergio Landskron,
so that they’ll know who to shoot and stab to get even. They’re looking in freed squats around site of the
indiscriminate attack and they’ll know who took their son-uncle-brother from them. They’re squats full of
shitheads who have gotten out of the explosives game because of this anarcho-Christian sin, but we know that
they have this hidden sin on their chest and it won’t be forgotten anytime soon.
Do the moralists consider this snitching too? It’s all the same to us, it’s not for nothing that we are egoists,
criminals, and amoral. But let it be known, what we have just stated is just one demonstration that we know
quite well those behind certain things, we know where the campaign in Chile against eco-extremism comes
from. We thus state that if they continue with this pathetic campaign they shouldn’t be surprised when we
respond.

In their anarcho-civilized morality, killing that Landskron kid was a sin so great that the Chilean anarchist
movement kept quiet out of shame. They shouldn’t criticize the Tendency with their moral standards, since we
aren’t up for being judged by their crooked scales. More than that, people will see that the emperor has no
clothes.
Prowling Port Changos (ITS-Chile)
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“Vengeful spirits will hack the sky to pieces with their machetes, the forest behind the sky will fall upon us. So
swift will be the end that we will not have time to scream. The spirits, untethered from the earth, will smash the
sun, moon, and stars. And there shall be nothing but darkness..”
R.
The natural cycles continue on their course, the continuous movement of life and death…in that form we make
our return, like the sprouting shoots of spring made strong by the cruelty of winter. “All has its moment. There
are moments to speak and moments to keep silent. Moments of stillness and moments to act. Patience was and
will be the greatest attribute of the savages.”
We recommended ourselves to the sky, the moon, the stars, and abandoned a package-bomb at the entrance of
the Physics and Astronomy Space in the University City, addressed to Dr. Gloria Dubner, director of the
establishment, who was awarded recently for her progressive efforts in support of the techno-industrial system.
It seems that the person in charge of the place perceived that something was amiss and decided to call the
police. We remark here that this won’t stop us. On the contrary, it compels us to do more. The next time we
won’t fail. The package was aimed to wound physically and emotionally all of the techno-geeks who were
nearby; not only Gloria herself but any student or simple worker. We don’t make distinctions in this war that we
wage against our own species. We chose this establishment in particular because of the disgust it causes us
seeing the human insisting on controlling everything. We see the sciences (specifically space sciences) as the
clear expression of that sick wish to reduce all phenomena to simple numbers and calculations, domesticating
all that is wild, to place at the forefront the ideologies and infrastructures that cement today’s hypertechnological world. In this view it is common to think about inhabiting other planets and traveling through
space, daydreaming about ways to make life “easier” and more “comfortable”. All the while they ignore what’s
below our feet, in our environment, and principally inside ourselve.

We know that we are not going to stop techno-industrial progress with attacks such as these, but at least the
great minds of our time will have to walk around more cautiously. We lurk about their houses and work places.
With the return of ITS activity in this region, death will prowl about the universities and bars, parks and malls,
and in any place where the human masses move about. We have the determination to carry out this war until the
last consequences. Being an international terrorist group responsible for six murders, many wounds, and
property destruction, they will know that the threats are very real… Speaking with actions more than with
empty words, the chaotic dance of the wild constellations continues on its course.
With Wild Nature at our side:

Individualists Tending Toward the Wild – Argentina
Wild Constellations
https://www.minutouno.com/notas/3041179-desactivaron-una-potente-bomba-ciudad-universitaria
https://www.eldiario24.com/nota/tucuman/406851/amenaza-fuerte-bomba-fue-desactivada-ciudaduniversitaria.html
https://www.argnoticias.com/sociedad/Encontraron-un-explosivo-en-Ciudad-Universitaria-la-policia-logrodesactivarlo-antes-de-que-ocurriera-una-tragedia-20170922-0014.html
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The Catholic creed is constantly threatened in Mexico, both by common crime, and by anonymous hands as a
retaliation from personal sexual abuse, as well as by organized crime and by some groups that leave them
bombs hoping that the result will be bloodshed with no consideration for the collateral damage, thus breaking
with the boring humanist discourse from progressive radicals that still emanates from their rotten civilized
minds.
With the beginning of this year, aggressions against the Catholic Church and its representatives have been
increasing, from Coahuila to Nayarit, there have been reported stabbings and murders of fathers, theft of
religious images, scams, and even assaults with fires and explosives. It is a pride that the ITS groups are
contributing to these, because they make visible the weakness of this religion, demoralize the authorities every
time they mock them trough the concretion of a new attack, and this way the reveal the criminal steps of the
individualists who throw themselves into the abyss of constant attack against one of the most hated objectives
by the inhumanists.
To remember, on July 14 we left a package-bomb in the parish of “Señor de la Misericordia” in Lindavista,
Gustavo A. Madero, Mexico City, the press mentioned that the package had been opened by a gardener who
was detonated and that the explosion "almost ripped his hand", ten days later and after another explosive was
detonated by a group that has nothing to do with ITS, the representatives of the Catholic Church converged at
the Conference of the Mexican Bishops announced our attack (obviously without mentioning our acronyms)
(Note), ACCEPTING that the seriously wounded man was a sacristan of that parish, for whom does not know
what a sacristan is, he is the person in charge of the cleaning of the church and who sometimes helps the father
in Masses, that is, with our abandoned bomb in that place, we finally wounded one of the members of the
Catholic Church, just as we had hoped.
To celebrate this, we waited patiently to strike again, it was so on October 20 that we abandoned another
package-bomb very close to the parish that was attacked last July, in the same colony and in the same
delegation, but now in front of the National Sanctuary of San Juan Diego, the result of the attack is unknown to
us, but perhaps the representatives of the church are aware of this new aggression against "the house of the
Lord".
Let it be clear that we are not going to stop facing their priests, sacristans, altar servers, nuns, pilgrims and those
faithful, all will be violated by the infernal detonation of our explosives!
Its temples, parishes, shrines, cathedrals and chapels will burn by the flames used by the Inquisition to burn
pagan codices, native apostates and heretic shamans!
Axcan kema, Tehuatl, Nehuatl!
Individualists Tending Toward the Wild -Mexico City
-Clan of Popocatzin
Note: http://yucatan.com.mx/mexico/breves-de-la-republica/diez-dias-hubo-otra-detonacion-cerca-chlesia
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“You are from [your] father the devil and you want to do the wishes of your father. He was a murderer from the
beginning, and he has not stayed in the truth because there is no truth in him. ”
-John 8:44
I
We reject to death the truth imposed by Western culture, the one that shows that the “sacred writings” are above
men and women free of moralistic and religious ties.
We are not sorry for anything, there is not a single drop of remorse or regret that accompanies us in the life we
choose to live, we face life and death and we will continue like this, crossing the limits of what is allowed,
advancing beyond the point of no return.
We are a sect of incorrect individualists who travel through roads, cities and towns in search of our next
victims, so we let them see when we killed the couple of hikers at the foot of Mount Tlatoc last May, now we
reaffirm it.
We choose to be declared enemies of any trace of modern humanity that hypocritically declares itself concerned
with nature, we are bitter enemies of scientific reason, we antagonize with any religious creed that imposes an
anthropomorphic figure at the center of everything and nothing.
We hate their buildings called “temples”, their immaculate images, their priests and fathers, bishops and nuns,
but we also hate their faithful and pilgrims …
II
“In the first place, we must set fire to their synagogues or schools, and bury and cover with dirt everything that
does not ignite …”
-Martin Luther
As a result, we take responsibility for the armed aggression against a couple of pilgrims that occurred on
October 28 at the height of the community of Miranda in the municipality of El Marqués, Querétaro. We
observe these two beings walking along the road with a ridiculous image of Saint Judas Tadeo and at a short
distance we aim them and shoot them leaving them badly wounded.
From what little the media covered, we learned that one of them died, while the other is still in critical
condition, so we want his death to be painful and agonizing.

We know very well that the believers of St. Jude Thaddeus, who usually make pilgrimages to their temples
every 28th of every month, are delinquents and drug addicts, but that does not matter to us, to our egoic eyes we
only see idiots followers of Western beliefs, and that’s why they deserve death.
It is clear that our hatred is not only in curses, but transcends the physical.
III
We have no responsibility to anyone, think what you want, we do not care, we know very well what we did, and
that is why we claim it before the media gives it another face as they usually do.
We are going to continue murdering, all those who think that our silence is a sign of withdrawal, are wrong, we
are just waiting for the perfect moment.
What is the best response to the shits expressed by the modern anarchists, than to continue with what is ours?
Let’s be dangerous:
Individualists Tending towards the Wild-Querétaro
-Savage Serial Murderers
Notes:
http://adninformativo.mx/balean-peregrinos-san-judas-tadeo/
https://queretaro.quadratin.com.mx/heridos-a-balazos-dos-peregrinos/
https://queretaro.quadratin.com.mx/muere-uno-los-peregrinos-agredidos-balazos/
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“(…) I have had plenty of time to think, I decided to use bombs (…) My days on earth are numbered (…) my
only consolation is that I can counterattack, even from my grave (…)”
-G
In times of great inaugurations we see how the hyper-civilized mass euphorically celebrates the progress of
humanity. These contemptible humans like fucking demented run and fill the structures of the newly
inaugurated line 6 of the Santiago subway (cataloged as the most advanced and technological in all of Latin
America), with their harmful cellular devices recorded a historical fact for the progress of the country. In the
same way, the news media and the press have celebrated with this new civilized construction, a construction
that promises to save time in travel, decongest cities and many other amenities for the city life.
Then we ask ourselves; How are we going to feel the slightest consideration for these humanoid imbeciles? But
with what gall do the revolutionaries question our methods? Does not seeing such a scene of progress and
human idiocy, makes them want to explode or burn their bodies? Well, we do feel like that and much more, we
feel the greatest of disgust seeing how civilized progress is celebrated. This new metro with camera systems in
its interior promises the greatest security, but we know that it is not, we know that their systems are vulnerable,
we have shown this, and we are sure that these infrastructures are also. In fact, just hours after the inauguration
of the new facilities, some anonymous vandal scratched one of its windows! (1) This is the irrefutable proof
that their systems are vulnerable and it only depends on our monstrous spirits to create Chaos once more…
We, the Mystical Horde of the Forest, egoistically and misanthropically claim two attempted incendiary attacks,
the first, on September 28, at around 11 in the morning, we abandoned an incendiary charge hidden inside a
shoe box, on the 216th route of the transantiago . With this attack we tried to set fire to the bus, but also and
most importantly, we wanted to burn human beings, we were hoping that Chaotic Fire would burn some hypercivilized body, we wanted to fill the air with the smell of “September 18”. We are completely sure that if
activated, it would have seriously injured more than one. Why do we say this? Because when leaving the load
the bus was full, children, young and old, it does not matter. We cautiously hid the contraption in the space
between the last two seats, we got off and we expected Chaos … that never happened.

It was in this way and in view of our frustrated first attack that our minds immediately devised a new plan, this
plan and this second attempt took place on November 2, we again slipped away on one of their public
transport buses, this time we chose route 204. (2) With this second attempt we tried in the same way to burn
human skin, this time the bus was not so full, but the gasoline was ignited and expanded like hell, that’s what
we witnessed. We chose precisely this day November 02 as a symbolic act, because that day was the opening of
the new subway line 6. We did not want to remain on the sidelines watching the advance of human progress
continue frantically, with these frustrated fires we welcome the ugly fucking metro.

We wanted to write these cheerful words for having burned a fucking machine with its fucking occupants
inside, we wanted with this second attack to claim the failed fire of September. But the truth is that we are sad
to see our wills didn’t create Chaos, but we are also calm in that our courage, our trip to the abyss of the
Unknown prevails, comforts us and enriches our lifeblood, and well, as they say : “The intention is the one that
counts”. That is known and the precedent remains that we seek to indiscriminately hurt any human being, so
that later they won’t say that we didn’t warn them, haha.
That sadness for not having been able to ignite the fcfm was settled when we hurt the despicable miner. Today
we are just as sad as on that occasion, only time and our wills will say when we celebrate a new attack, with the
wounds of who knows who we will rejoice, of that there is no doubt. Know that our hearts are saddened but our
spirits are intact, our minds are already thinking about what to do next! Only the spirit of the ancient Lola
Kiepja, the majesty of Hidabuan, or the vengeful soul of Tuwuch know where, when and whom …
Pretend that we do not exist, think we are asleep, we have gone off, but when they find out and see an
indiscriminate fire or an explosive package, no doubt … it will have been us or the other brothers and sisters
who share territory.
Attack for all the Unknown and Savage of the Earth, for our primal ancestors and for ourselves. The threatening
presence of the Yosi protects us in each of our steps, she takes care of us for several moons.

We are the Mystical Forest Horde, the one that fails attacks, but also the one that concretes them! We
continue free roaming the Wild Southern Lands, lurking around the disgusting cities. With dark
intentions in our minds and bodies, we are still in the shadows of the forests and mountains, conspiring to
return when you least expect…
Long live the eco-extremist Mafia, the misanthropic Nihilists and the Chaotic individualists!
Long live the war against progress and the modern human!
… Thanks to the spirits of the ancients, for taking care of our steps, for erasing our tracks, for encouraging us
every day. With the Occult and the Unknown we continue till we die…
Individualists Tending towards the Wild
-Mystical Horde of the Forest
(1)http://www.24horas.cl/nacional/rayan-vagon-a-solo-horas-de-la-inauguracion-de-la-linea-6-del-metro–
2551565
http://www.24horas.cl/nacional/linea-6-sufre-nuevo-rayado-trabajadores-de-metro-debieron-limpiar-en-estadionacional-2551765
(2)http://www.cooperativa.cl/noticias/pais/policial/indagan-posible-artefacto-explosivo-al-interior-de-bus-deltransantiago/2017-11-02/172313.html
http://www.biobiochile.cl/noticias/nacional/region-metropolitana/2017/11/02/encuentran-posible-artefactoexplosivo-en-terminal-de-buses-del-transantiago-de-huechuraba.shtml
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“I do not arrive late or early, I arrive at the moment I have to arrive”
G.
Time has been in charge of finding us again, after the path of confrontation that we have chosen to follow
despite the experiential complications we are here. We choose a path in which there is no regard for the enemy,
nor are there warm contemplations, pull the trigger or they catch you and condemn you, and so it has been until
now.
It was like that since that night in 2006 that we burned a KFC in the State of Mexico, It was like this when we
faced grenadiers and undertook serious damages during that wild mobilization on October 2, 2008 in Mexico
City, It was growing when we committed our first armed assault in a Xochimilco winery in 2011, and continued
when we joined Wild Reaction in 2014, when we shot an ATM that protected the money of a Banbajio company
in León, Guanajuato in 2015 and when we committed our first murder in 2016. The violence has been
increasing in our individualities and we are proud to say that we do not feel any remorse, we sleep comfortably
without any trace of unnecessary regret, and we succeed because everything we have done we have done with
pleasure, because only people who commit atrocities against society and are not convinced of what they do,
they feel remorse of conscience, in our case it is not like that.
We believe in the strength of the Wild, she has protected us, and our testimony from the anonymity has shown
us, on more than one occasion it has crossed our minds that in this or that act we should have died, or that we
should have been caught and condemned, but no, We remain here and it is for a reason, the Ancestral War
continues and we are a small part that carries the fire of confrontation towards the hyper-civilized objectives.
We must say that since we separated from RS we have continued to commit attacks, although without any
vindication, from our perspective we did not consider it necessary to say what we were related to, but we have
changed this for the moment, given the conditions that concern us in the present we have seen with disgust, all
the accusations and defamations that the humanists have spread about our brothers and sisters of ITS where
they have a public presence, we learned about the witch hunt that exists in the north country with the ecoextremist theorists and we want to say the following:
1. Given these situations of pointing and lynching, we see it essential to position ourselves in total support for
the whole international eco-extremist / nihilist mafia for the practitioners, and for the theorists. Let them know
that they are not alone in this, there exist individuals who continue committing crimes in the shadows, who
encourage them to continue with theirs, you and we know that the Wild is on our side and that will never
change.
2. All those humanist anarchists who masturbate with the idea of human progress are as despicable as the
civilians who want to “advance”, their anthropocentric utopia generates a gigantic repulsion and even more
when they dare to squander their hypocritical verbiage condemning the acts of ITS and anti-humanistic terrorist
groups .
To those kids, have you forgotten where the explosives that have anarchist groups detonated in Mexico since
2015 come from? If they forgot, we remind them that in many cases, these explosives have been provided by
the aforementioned eco-extremists, with the idea of generating more destruction regardless of the political
affiliation that divides us. We are not going to name those “anti-authoritarian” court groups that have bought
explosives from our contacts so as not to risk their asses, they know very well who they are, why is it then that
(with the exception of the old insurrectional groups? ) none of the “new” anarcho groups do not say shit against
the eco-extremists?

Someone had already said it, we are a Mafia, we are in the places least thought by our enemies, beware that any
of us may be listening to the shits that you say against us, so face the consequences of being beaten like the
panochon in CU a few days ago …
3. As we have been saying, we are an anonymous group that since the death of the Wild Reaction has been
unleashing chaos here and there, but for this unique occasion we adhere to the ITS project momentarily to
continue our war to the death against civilization and human progress, so, generate the impact that our actions
deserve.
4. With this statement we are putting aside our old decision not to vindicate acts, and as it is being seen we have
already taken responsibility for some above, so we announced that it is our joy to make public our adjudication
of the sabotage to an energy tower last August in Pesquería, Nuevo León. The sabotage consisted of loosening
the screws of the angles with a key 1-3 / 8, and that was it, the sabotage that was not carried out that month but
before, had an unexpected result, time passed and we honestly thought that the sabotage did not have any
results. The rains and the wind arrived until the Wild had the strength for a tower to fall and thus pull others and
knocked down another 2. But what beautiful chaos was unleashed at that moment! We together with the Wild
had thrown those towers, the authorities and the press were filled with versions unable to give a conclusive
explanation, some said that the air had been so strong that it had thrown them away, others said that a trailer had
accidentally taken the wiring of one of them and that’s why it fell, others said that organized crime had stolen
the cornerstones of the towers and these were weakened when they were demolished. None of these versions is
the truth, the real thing is that we, a group of individualists sabotaged the angular and the Wild took care of
everything.

We must say that this act was not random, it was thought and executed objectively, because if it succeeded, it
would be able to leave hundreds of people without light and would affect the hated Research and Technological
Innovation Park (PIIT) (which by the way, the sabotaged tower fell on one of its fences), and the detestable
International Airport of Monterrey, which we finally achieved with the help of the force of Wild Nature.
We announce that we have done the same thing to other energy towers in other places, so as not to be strange
that the same conclusions are repeated when the Wild manifests itself.
Great strength for the brothers and sisters of ITS in Chile, Argentina, Brazil and Mexico, for the anonymous
people who, without wanting to vindicate their actions, go out to commit crimes that satisfy their thirst for
revenge and are filled with personal satisfaction, strength for the other Eco-extremist and Nihilist Terrorist
groups in the world.
Atte.
Individualists Tending towards the Wild-Nuevo León
-7
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It seems that the satisfaction was decided to make us wait, or simply is the awkwardness of some people and
the cunning of others that stands between us and our goal. This was evidenced in September, when the
University City guard suspected our bomb pack abandoned at the IAFE and rightly so, because it appeared at an
unusual and strange time. We take note of our last failure and this time we tried with the mail system, it seems
that we still did not hit the objective. We are responsible for the package-bomb that exploded in the
headquarters of Monte Grande del Correo Argentino, it is clear that we had addressed a person and our intention
was not to explode on the way, but the careless hands of an employee had other plans. The fact that we left two
affected workers (one with wounds in the shoulder and the other in a daze) tells us one thing: they ran with
luck. The bomb had high amounts of explosive material at a very high pressure, and had enough shrapnel to
generate injuries and even the death of our target, whose identity we will not reveal, we are only going to say
that it was an important techno-nerd of the kind that we usually attack.

With this we demonstrate that the war against human progress continues and does not stop, we aim at the direct
attack against civilization in the present, both its senior representatives and the infrastructure and ordinary
people. We are against everything civilized and wherever we see it, we attack. We do not fall into any
incoherence with our discourse since we do not intend to return to a savage state or anything like that, we are
not interested in telling the masses what they have to do, for we are individualists.
Individualists Tending towards the Wild – Argentina
Wild Constellations

_________
Notes:
http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/argentina-cuadragesimo-comunicado-its-reivindicacion-paquetebomba-en-ciudad-universitaria/
http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/es-en-it-octavo-comunicado-de-individualistas-tendiendo-losalvaje-argentina/
http://maldicionecoextremista.altervista.org/mexico-chile-argentina-septimo-comunicado-de-individualistastendiendo-lo-salvaje-its/
https://tn.com.ar/sociedad/explosion-en-una-sede-del-correo-argentino-en-monte-grande_838418
https://infocielo.com/nota/86383/encomienda_peligrosa_asi_quedo_el_correo_argentino_despues_de_que_exp
lotara_una_bomba_casera/
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